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Tattoorialist
by Nicolas Brulez and Mylene Ebrard
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Mar 19/19 • 9.80 x 12.60 • 304 pages
9781784882426 • $57.00 • cl • Art / Body Art & Tattooing

Nicolas Brulez and Mylène Ebrard, aka The Tattoorialist, have gone on a road trip to New
York, Paris, London and Tokyo and share the global vision of tattooing through their unusual
encounters and moments spent with like-minded people. More than a tattoo bible, this book
is a source of inspiration for those who dream to come back from a trip with an indelible
memory etched on their body (...)

Urban Scrawl
Street Art Text in the City
by Lou Chamberlin
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Apr 2/19 • 7.09 x 6.30 • 192 pages
9781741176346 • $21.50 • cl • Art / Graffiti & Street Art

Street art is now a recognised art form that can be thought-provoking, political, humorous or
shocking. Urban Scrawl documents some of the world's most interesting street-art words
and typography, from formal typography to angsty scrawl, presented in a small-format
hardback that's perfect for any gift or self-purchase. Lou Chamberlin has travelled from
Warsaw to London, Tokyo to New York, Cape Town to Santiago, and within her home
country of Australia, in search of the world's most interesting and intriguing street art. Her
photographs capture these works (...)

Sugar Rebels
New and Favourite Recipes from The Scran Line
by Nick Makrides
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Apr 16/19 • 7.48 x 9.76 • 224 pages
9781743795019 • $28.99 • pb • Cooking / Methods / Baking

Sugar Rebels is the book that fans of The Scran Line and its host and creator Nick Makrides
have been waiting for! It includes Nick's signature delicious and sometimes outrageous
cupcakes, macarons, and cakes-some favorites, some new recipes-presented alongside the
story of The Scran Line and Nick's path to success as a YouTube star and role model for the
LGBTQI community. It reflects his distinct approach to color and design-and life (...)

Chefs Eat Breakfast Too
An Expert's Guide to Starting The Day Right
by Darren Purchese
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Apr 16/19 • 6.69 x 8.27 • 176 pages
9781743794852 • $28.99 • pb • Cooking / Courses & Dishes / Breakfast

More than 50 mouth-watering recipes for the most important meal of the day from a world-
class chef.

Chefs Eat Breakfast Too is the definitive cookbook on the first meal of the day, offering sass,
a little bit of humor and some cheffy authority from Darren Purchese.

It contains more than 50 breakfasts to help readers lift their breakfast game, from toast to
tacos to breakfast dessert Plus of ( )
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The Beauty Chef Gut Guide
Glowing Skin (and Wellbeing) Begins in the Belly
by Carla Oates
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Apr 2/19 • 7.48 x 9.06 • 208 pages
9781743795002 • $42.99 • pb • Cooking / Health & Healing / General

The Beauty Chef Gut Guide is a practical companion to Carla Oates' acclaimed book, The
Beauty Chef. It is a compelling resource for people who want to better understand the
science underpinning the link between gut and skin health. This 28-day program includes
information on the importance of gut functionality, weekly meal plans for repairing and
reprogramming your gut, and 60 recipes.

In addition to recipes and information about repairing your gut, it covers broader advice for
wellbeing from ( )

LEAD

Tortellini at Midnight
And Other Heirloom Family Recipes from Taranto to Turin to
Tuscany
by Emiko Davies
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Mar 19/19 • 7.99 x 9.92 • 256 pages
9781743794531 • $50.00 • cl • Cooking / Italian

Don't eat anything your great-grandmother wouldn't recognise as food. - Michael Pollan

Sometime in the 1950s, Emiko Davies' nonno-in-law began the tradition of ringing in the
new year with tortellini al sugo. He served it along with spumante and a round of tombola,
and sparked a trend; for over 20 years, you could find tortellini at midnight on New Year's
Eve in the bars around Fucecchio. This is just one of the heirloom dishes in this collection,

Tokyo Stories
The Ultimate Foodie Adventures From Basement to Skyscrapers
by Tim Anderson
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Mar 19/19 • 7.50 x 9.80 • 256 pages
9781784882297 • $50.00 • cl • Cooking / Japanese

From home cooking to street food, Tim Anderson will take you on a journey through Tokyo,
discovering all the best recipes. Explore Japan's famous 'conveni' convenience stores,
izakayas, ramen restaurants, and more, finding the best food that Japan's capital has to
offer (...)

Root to Bloom
A Modern Guide to Whole Plant Use
by Mat Pember
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Mar 5/19 • 7.75 x 10.13 • 192 pages
9781743793442 • $42.99 • pb • Cooking / Specific Ingredients / Vegetables

Root to Bloom equips readers with the knowledge and tools to grow, eat, and celebrate
every edible part of the plant. The book explores the lesser-used parts of a plant that are
often snubbed in favor of the produce we've come to expect. It includes a comprehensive
rundown of 35 edible plants (from cilantro to onion to yams), covering extra components of
edibility, including flowers, roots, and weeds. It educates people about ideal growing
conditions, the nutrition level of the parts, as well as how to prepare/preserve them (...)
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Big Book of Gin
How to Drink and Enjoy Gin
by Dan Jones
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Apr 16/19 • 7.80 x 9.70 • 224 pages
9781784881931 • $42.99 • cl • Cooking / Beverages / Wine & Spirits

With Gin making record sales across the world, there's been a boom in new distilleries and
a thirst for new ways to enjoy this juniper-based spirit. Enter Dan Jones, bestselling gin
author and cocktail enthusiast, who will make you love this tasty drink even more.

Starting with the history of gin, Dan reveals how the first distilleries opened in the UK in the
1600s, explains the nuts and bolts of making the beverage, as well as all the different (...)

7000 Islands
Cherished Recipes and Stories from the Philippines
by Yasmin Newman
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Feb 5/19 • 8.43 x 10.24 • 336 pages
9781743794913 • $34.99 • pb • Cooking / Asian

A beautiful, comprehensive, and evocative cookbook on a relatively undiscovered cuisine.
Despite the Philippines' location right in the middle of Southeast Asia, most people know
very little about the country and even less about the cuisine. For Filipinos, food is more than
a pleasurable pursuit; it is the cultural language. It can be seen through the prism of its
unique and colorful history, with influences from Malaysia, Spain, China, Mexico, and the
US adding to the cuisine's rich texture.

Divided into thirteen chapters Dipping sauces ( )

Whole
Down to Earth Plant-Based Whole Food Recipes
by Harriet Birrell
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Feb 19/19 • 7.48 x 9.76 • 304 pages
9781743795163 • $50.00 • cl • Cooking / Vegan

Whole is a beautiful, down-to-earth, plant-based book that captures the distinct and
covetable vibe of author Harriet Birrell's beachside lifestyle, one where her priorities are
good food, wellness, surfing, and family.
In the book, Harriet shares whole, satisfying home recipes with a modern twist. Harriet's
philosophy is all about celebrating and enjoying the abundance of whole food available and
preparing it in a way that is easy and tasty. Whole includes everything from nourishing
breakfasts, salads, and bowls to wholesome main dishes (...)

Vegan Goodness: Feasts
Plant-Based Meals for Big and Little Gatherings
by Jessica Prescott
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Mar 19/19 • 7.50 x 7.50 • 160 pages
9781784881665 • $34.99 • cl • Cooking / Vegan

There is nothing quite like sitting down to a meal with people you love. It's a chance to
switch off, share stories and enjoy time spent together. In Vegan Goodness: Feasts, Jessica
Prescott invites you to embrace the ritual of cooking and eating together with over 70 fresh
and exciting plant-based dishes perfect for entertaining and sharing with loved ones. From a
crowd  pleasing hearty One-Pot Black Bean and Lentil Chilli to the vibrant and fun Summer
Rolls that can be easily assembled at the table, Jessica also (...)
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A Tree in the House
Botanical Inspired Art for Special Occasions and Every Day
by Annabelle Hickson
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Mar 19/19 • 10.63 x 8.46 • 224 pages
9781743793749 • $50.00 • cl • Crafts & Hobbies / Flower Arranging

Part guide for the aspiring home florist, part ode to rural interiors and buildings, A Tree in the
House celebrates the art of arranging flowers for celebrations big, small and in-between
held throughout the year. Annabelle Hickson provides ideas and instructions for celebratory
botanical installations and arrangements, each staged and photographed in different rural
homes, gardens and sheds using the beauty of what's growing wild. Interspersed
throughout are snapshots-in words and pictures-of rural life and that aspirational rustic
country aesthetic (...)

All Things Considered
by Kit Kemp
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Mar 5/19 • 9.40 x 10.10 • 256 pages
9781784881948 • $70.00 • cl • Design / Interior Decorating

Following on from the hugely successful titles A Living Space and Every Room Tells a Story,
Kit Kemp is back with another colorful and exciting interiors book that showcases her unique
approach to design. In Roomscapes, Kit shares the inspiration that her travels have on her
design decisions: whether it's a fabric from India that inspires a wallpaper, or a collection of
baskets sourced from across the UK to decorate a bar in New York, Kit is an expert at
creating memorable spaces. As always, she creates creates personal, handcrafted (...)

The Love Bible
by Hardie Grant Books
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Jan 15/19 • 3.90 x 5.90 • 368 pages
9781784882303 • $21.50 • cl • Family & Relationships / Love & Romance

Love is a universal language, made even more so, with the help of this little book. Love
Bible is full of 'I love you' in more than 365 languages, making it the perfect way to show
anyone in your life how much you care (...)

Perfume
A Guide to Choosing, Wearing and Loving Perfume
by Neil Chapman
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Apr 2/19 • 8.50 x 5.80 • 256 pages
9781784882433 • $32.99 • cl • Health & Fitness / Beauty & Grooming

A beautifully made scent can encapsulate a particular feeling, transport you to a very
specific time in life with clarity, or remind you of a special loved one or friend. And just like
wearing your favourite outfit or shoes, your favourite perfume can make you feel invincible.
The question is, how do you find such a creation? With the number of new releases steadily
In Perfume, Neil Chapman guides readers through a world that can at times seem
overwhelming. Fragrances of every variety are listed 'note by note' in clearly (...)
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Keeping House
Creating Spaces for Sanctuary and Celebration
by Emma Blomfield
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Mar 19/19 • 5.79 x 8.54 • 192 pages
9781743794869 • $34.99 • cl • House & Home / Decorating

We all desire a space that feels authentically our own: somewhere we can curl up with a
cup of tea or host a dinner party for our nearest and dearest. But many of us treat our living
situations as temporary. Homemaking is something we will do 'one day'-perhaps when we
are no longer renting, when we have a larger budget, or when the kids are a bit older. But it
doesn't have to be that way. Keeping House shows how you can start making the most of
what you've (...)

Natural Cleaning
by Fern Green, photographs by Deirore Rooney
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Feb 19/19 • 9.40 x 7.20 • 253 pages
9781784882396 • $21.50 • cl • House & Home / Cleaning & Caretaking

Are you becoming more conscious of the ingredients you use to clean your home? Are you
fed up with using strong chemicals and aware these could be having a detrimental effect on
your health?

In this book, you will find over 110 recipes for practically any cleaning dilemma, from natural
disinfectant to safe and effective stain removal. Each chapter covers every room in your
home with simple recipes to make your house sparkly clean, as well as being good to (...)

Waste Not
Make a Big Difference by Throwing Away Less
by Erin Rhoads
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Apr 2/19 • 6.30 x 8.27 • 272 pages
9781743794623 • $34.99 • pb • House & Home / Sustainable Living

Shrink-wrapped veggies, disposable coffee cups, clothes and electronics designed to be
upgraded every year; we are surrounded by stuff that we often use once and then throw
away. Each year the average household produces enough trash to fill a three-bedroom
home, including thousands of dollars worth of food and an ever-increasing amount of
plastic, which takes hundreds of years to break down and often ends up in our oceans or
our food chain. But what to do about such a huge problem? Isit just the price we (...)

I Touched a Cat and I Liked it
by Anna Blandford
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Feb 5/19 • 6.50 x 7.99 • 128 pages
9781743793589 • $21.50 • pb • Humor / Topic / Animals

This quirky book explores our often fraught relationships with cats. Anna Blandford's easy
humor points out cat behaviour at its best, and worst, and why humans still find cats
irresistible. Because let's be honest, we're obsessed: if a cat lover is presented with a
choice of products and one of them has a cat on it, hands down that will be the one
selected. And as Anna asks, 'If it doesn't have a cat on it, is it even worth owning?'

Cat lovers worldwide will relate to Anna's whimsical drawings and hilarious (...)
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The Art of Kindness
by Meredith Gaston
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Feb 5/19 • 6.30 x 8.27 • 192 pages
9781743794692 • $28.99 • cl • Body, Mind & Spirit / Healing / General

The Art of Kindness will delight and inspire kindness to yourself, to others and to our world.
Kindness spreads like the ripples on a pond and a warm smile is the universal language of
kindness. Meredith Gaston's whimsical illustrations remind us that small acts of kindness
truly are the sunshine needed for happiness to grow (...)

The Art of More
6 Steps to Creating the Life You Really Want to be Living
by Domonique Bertolucci
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Apr 16/19 • 4.49 x 7.24 • 160 pages
9781743794227 • $28.99 • cl • Body, Mind & Spirit / Inspiration & Personal Growth

Have you ever found yourself feeling guilty for wanting more: more happiness, success,
money, fun, freedom, flexibility, time, balance, fulfilment or satisfaction in your life? Perhaps
you were worried that you were being greedy, that you should be satisfied with what you
have, or that you needed to apologize for feeling this way? After all, your life is fine, isn't it?
Deep down you know you deserve to live a happy and fulfilling life and that 'fine' isn't nearly
good enough. It's timeto stop ignoring yourself or hoping this feeling (...)

LEAD

The Book of Ikigai
Discover the Japanese Secret to a Long and Happy Life in Just 12
Weeks
by Caroline de Surany
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Feb 5/19 • 5.71 x 8.46 • 208 pages
9781743794944 • $34.99 • cl • Body, Mind & Spirit / Inspiration & Personal Growth

Find your ikigai, or ‘reason for being' in this twelve-week personal development program
and change your life profoundly. Ikigai is a Japanese term that can be translated, simply, as
‘reason for being', and many people across the world believe that finding your own personal
ikigai is the secret to a long and happy life.
The Book of Ikigai is divided into twelve chapters, one for each week. Each chapter starts
with a reflection and personal anecdotes from the author, reiki master Caroline de Surany

Neo Tarot
A Fresh Approach to Self-Care, Healing and Empowerment
by Jerico Mandybur
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Apr 2/19 • 5.30 x 7.30 • 144 pages
9781784882372 • $53.00 • book and item • Body, Mind & Spirit / Divination / Tarot

Tarot is real. And even if it isn't (which it is,) does it matter? The tarot is an empowering tool
that has been used for divination over the centuries. But in Neo Tarot, tarot reader, writer
and all-round witch, Jerico Mandybur, offers a refreshing and intelligent look at the ancient
cards and practices, showing you that they should be used as healing tool first and
foremost. With a beautifully illustrated 78-strong deck included alongside - with relatable
explanations of the profoundsymbolism of each card - this modern guidebook is a (...)
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Love Spells
Rituals, Spells and Potions to Spark Your Romantic Life
by Semra Haksever
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Mar 19/19 • 5.80 x 6 • 160 pages
9781784882310 • $16.99 • cl • Body, Mind & Spirit / Witchcraft & Wicca

In Love Spells, Semra Haksever introduces readers to simple magic and rituals for giving
their love life a spiritual boost. This book will teach you how to tap into your spiritual self to
visualize and manifest the love life you desire. Modern magic is all about self-care and using
your inner power to make positive changes in your life, cleanse, and heal. Love is the key,
and Semra will teach readers how to weave bespoke spells designed to attract the perfect
lover, get your crush to call, or give (...)

Lasting Lines
100 Poems and Poets That You Should Know
by Jamie Grant
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Mar 5/19 • 4.37 x 7.13 • 208 pages
9781743794241 • $21.50 • cl • Poetry / General

The English language is rich in poetry; yet how many people are aware that many of our
stock phrases and familiar sayings have their origins as lines of poetry? Ink-stained poet
Jamie Grant set out to uncover a selection of these enduring lines in the works of English-
language poets all the way from Chaucer and Shakespeare up to the present day. Some of
the lines are well known; others should be; and others again might be enjoyable surprises.
These lines, and the quirky biographical and critical comments that (...)

Pocket Maya Angelou Wisdom
Empowering Quotes and Wise Words from a Literary Icon
edited by Hardie Grant Books
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Feb 5/19 • 4.30 x 5.20 • 96 pages
9781784882464 • $13.99 • cl • Reference / Quotations • Pocket Wisdom Series

Pocket Maya Angelou Wisdom is a collection of some of her best and most empowering
quotes. This is the ultimate keepsake for fans of Maya Angelou's beautiful poetry, as well as
for anyone looking for a bit of in-the-moment inspiration to have in their back pocket.
Some quotes from Maya Angelou:                                        ‘If you don't like something,
change it. If you can't change it, change (...)

I Want to Concentrate
by Harriet Griffey
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Feb 19/19 • 5 x 6.50 • 144 pages
9781784882341 • $18.99 • cl • Self-Help / General

Our fast-paced, 21st century lifestyles demand that we are connected 24/7, endlessly
multitask to get things done, and play as hard as we work. The long-term affect is
detrimental, stress levels rise and our ability to concentrate deteriorates, creating something
of a hard-to-resist vicious circle. How can we counteract this?            Understanding how we
concentrate, what we need to concentrate better and how this will both reduce stress and
enhance our creativity and productivity is a start. Putting into practice what helps (...)
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The Art of Denim
Over 30 Ways to Wear Denim
illustrated by Libby VanderPloeg
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Apr 16/19 • 5.30 x 7.30 • 96 pages
9781784882358 • $21.50 • cl • Self-Help / Fashion & Style

In The Art of Denim, learn how to style your jeans and pair patterns and textures like a pro.
Go eco-friendly with reclaimed or reconstructed denim paired with a classic white t-shirt and
a statement necklace. For a more stream-lined approach, make a splash with a denim
jumpsuit. From boyfriend cut to culottes, jean skirts, high-waisted 80s numbers, dungarees,
exposed pockets, cut-off shorts and Texas tuxedos, there's no wonder this hardworking
fabric is such a wardrobe staple. Featuring profiles on iconic, effortlessly cool denim divas
(...)

Troll Hunting
Inside the Disturbing World of Online Hate
by Ginger Gorman
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Apr 16/19 • 6.02 x 9.21 • 304 pages
9781743794357 • $28.99 • pb • Social Science / Violence In Society

In 2013, journalist Ginger Gorman was trolled online. She received scores of hateful tweets,
including a death threat. A picture of Ginger heavily pregnant alongside her husband and
two-and-half year old daughter appeared on a fascist website. Understandably she was
terrified, but once the attack subsided, she found herself curious. Who were these trolls?
How and why did they coordinate such an attack? And how does someone fight back
against a troll?

Over the next five years Gorman spoke to psychologists trolling victims law enforcement

How To Travel Anywhere
(And Avoid Being a Tourist)
by Fathom
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Apr 16/19 • 7.48 x 10.24 • 192 pages
9781741176544 • $28.99 • pb • Travel / Special Interest / Adventure

As thrilling as travel can be, planning a great trip can be intimidating for those hoping for a
rewarding and personalized journey. The travel editors at Fathom have spent years
gathering a treasure trove of recommendations and stories from a network of interesting
people who travel well (chefs, novelists, designers, innkeepers, musicians) in places both
well-known and off the beaten path. All of this has been beautifully packaged up in the first
edition of How to Travel Anywhere (and Avoid Being a Tourist), a book that will inspire the
(...)

Go Your Own Way
Hacks, Tips and Tricks to Travel the World Solo
by Ben Groundwater
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Apr 2/19 • 8.46 x 8.86 • 256 pages
9781741176438 • $34.99 • pb • Travel / Budget

You can do anything! That's the bold realisation that every reader will come to. Because the
world might seem like an intimidating place: a place where no one speaks your language,
where no one knows your name and where no one is there to help; but the reality is very
different. Travelling solo is empowering. It's a way of seeing the world and having a good
time, and realising you really are capable of amazing things.
Go Your Own Way is a practical and aspirational book designed to help you (...)
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Lost in Florence
by Nardia Plumridge
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Mar 19/19 • 5.91 x 9.06 • 232 pages
9781741176360 • $34.99 • pb • Travel / Europe / Italy • Curious Travel Guides

Florence is renowned for its Renaissance art, yet this celebrated city is more than just a
tourist hub for galleries filled with gilt-framed paintings. Go beyond the facade of the palazzi
and instead take a turn down the cobblestone side streets to discover vintage stores
housing designer names, creative bakeries and boutique hotels in 16th-century buildings.

Lost in Florence is the culmination of the author's popular blog by the same name and offers
a comprehensive guide to the (...)

Rome Precincts
A Curated Guide to the City's Best Shops, Eateries, Bars and
Other Hangouts
by Cristian Bonetto
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Feb 19/19 • 6.69 x 8.27 • 256 pages
9781741175561 • $42.99 • cl • Travel / Europe / Italy • Precincts

Rome Precincts is an insider's guide to the Rome the locals know, live and love.
Meticulously curated, the guide reveals the finest shopping, eating and drinking spots in 18
city precincts, from secret ateliers selling jewellery or classic leather goods, through to
Roman trattorias, bakeries and well-versed wine bars. Each precinct chapter comes with
stunning imagery, maps and a 'While You're Here' section highlighting major sights and
cultural attractions. Local tips and cultural insight add further depth, promising a Roman

Half-full Adventure Map: Melbourne
by Hardie Grant Books
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Feb 5/19 • 4.25 x 5.50 • 2 pages
9781741175608 • $13.99 • map, folded • Non Classified • Half-full Adventure Maps

The Half-Full Adventure Map is a new breed of map. Part map, part local guide, Half-full
Adventure Map: Melbourne has been designed for explorers with an open mindset and a
generous spirit. One side of the map features suggested itineraries that reveal hidden
treasures and key attractions, giving you a real taste for the city even if you have limited
time. There are also links to online features, including a playlist filled with local music and
additional commentary. The other side is what makes this map 'half-full (...)

Half-full Adventure Map: New York
by Hardie Grant Books
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Feb 5/19 • 4.25 x 5.50 • 2 pages
9781741175622 • $13.99 • map, folded • Non Classified • Half-full Adventure Maps

The Half-Full Adventure Map is a new breed of map. Part map, part local guide, Half-full
Adventure Map: New York has been designed for explorers with an open mindset and a
generous spirit. One side of the map features suggested itineraries that reveal hidden
treasures and key attractions, giving you a real taste for the city even if you have limited
time. There are also links to online features, including a playlist filled with local music and
additional commentary. The other side is what makes this map 'half (...)
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Half-full Adventure Map: San Francisco
by Hardie Grant Books
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Feb 5/19 • 4.25 x 5.50 • 2 pages
9781741175639 • $13.99 • map, folded • Non Classified • Half-full Adventure Maps

The Half-Full Adventure Map is a new breed of map. Part map, part local guide, Half-full
Adventure Map: San Francisco has been designed for explorers with an open mindset and
a generous spirit. One side of the map features suggested itineraries that reveal hidden
treasures and key attractions, giving you a real taste for the city even if you have limited
time. There are also links to online features, including a playlist filled with local music and
additional commentary. The other side is what makes this map 'half (...)

Half-full Adventure Map: Tokyo
by Hardie Grant Books
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Feb 5/19 • 4.25 x 5.50 • 2 pages
9781741175653 • $13.99 • map, folded • Non Classified • Half-full Adventure Maps

The Half-Full Adventure Map is a new breed of map. Part map, part local guide, Half-full
Adventure Map: Tokyo has been designed for explorers with an open mindset and a
generous spirit. One side of the map features suggested itineraries that reveal hidden
treasures and key attractions, giving you a real taste for the city even if you have limited
time. There are also links to online features, including a playlist filled with local music and
additional commentary. The other side is what makes this map 'half-full (...)

Half-full Adventure Map: London
by Sam Trezise
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Feb 5/19 • 4.25 x 5.50 • 2 pages
9781741175646 • $13.99 • map, folded • Travel / Maps & Road Atlases • Half-full Adventure
Maps

The Half-Full Adventure Map is a new breed of map. Part map, part local guide, Half-full
Adventure Map: London has been designed for explorers with an open mindset and a
generous spirit. One side of the map features suggested itineraries that reveal hidden
treasures and key attractions, giving you a real taste for the city even if you have limited
time. There are also links to online features, including a playlist filled with local music and
additional commentary. The other side is what makes this map 'half-full (...)

Half-full Adventure Map Empty Counterpak
by Sam Trezise
Hardie Grant • On Sale: Feb 5/19
9781741176568 • counterpack, empty • Non Classified • Half-full Adventure Maps

(...)
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